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Summary Recommendations for the
Direction of Preservation Activities

S

teps to optimize the environmental quality of the space in which collections
are stored should be the first preservation priority of the University. Since
optimal storage obviates some treatment options, expenditures for improved storage are cost effective, even for paper that is already becoming markedly embrittled.
The pattern of deterioration is relatively rapid weakening of the paper followed by
a plateau, the duration of which relates to the environmental conditions under
which the item is held. Since optimal storage is a cost-effective means oflengthening the plateau, it is also scholarly-effective, for originals are more useful than
microforms in research and instruction.
Storing more of Harvard's books in environmentally sound areas has two components. One is improvement of the environment in libraries in Cambridge and
Boston. The other is greater use of the Harvard Depository, also an alternative that
entails costs. The mix that will be appropriate for individual libraries-and more
books will necessarily have to be stored offsite-will be shaped by many factors,
among them relative costs, space needs, patterns of use, computerization of catalog records, and political realities.
Although optimal storage will prolong the life of materials, the degree to which
it does so is related to the amount and type of use that items receive. If, for instance,
a fragile book is photocopied on the type of machine now in public areas, it may
thereafter no longer be usable. Our second recommendation, therefore, relates to
use; it also has two related components. One is that material before a certain date,
for example 1946, circulate only when it is on good paper. The other is that photocopying in Harvard libraries, so far as possible, be carried out either by staff or
under the supervision of staff and on machines that permit copying without damaging bindings and paper. The staff copying, if it is not to foster theft and mutilation, must be at no greater cost to the patron than copy services in the
neighborhood. To acquire better copiers and to provide staff may mean a subsidy,
paid for by new funds or the reallocation of expenditures from other areas. Maintaining a comparable price is also but one of the steps that can be taken to minimize the opposition to measures that, though responsible, are not in the short-term
interests of the library's clientele.
The Swedish Academy of Sciences used in the eighteenth century on the title
page of its publications an engraving of an aged man planting a tree. The accompanying caption was "For den efterkommande," "For those who come after." We
are in a position of having to act for those who will come after. The state of deterioration of the collections-and
the limited monies and solutions, coupled with
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space problems faced throughout the library system-justify putting before the
Harvard community recommendations that preserve for the future even at the
expense ofimmediate convenience and use. For these recommendations to become
policies, we must seek to ensure that the faculty become partners and allies. That
means more than "communication" and "education," however important those
may be. Also needed are concrete measures designed to minimize loss, in fact in
some cases, to heighten ease of access to Harvard's holdings.
One such step would be retrospective conversion of the catalogs, and we recommend that it be given a high priority. Cataloging records can never replace
browsing for some purposes, but they can substitute to some extent and also make
possible a different kind of enhanced access. HOLLIS now makes possible browsing in call number order. Some non-traditional records might also be considered.
For instance, tables of contents of periodicals can show a user what is wanted for
recall, while at the same time the listings can serve as an index for a user taking
another approach.
Retrospective conversion would also increase the range of options that are effectively available when material enters the preservation process, whether by the
route of use, by filming projects, or by inventory. Another way of putting this is
that on-line cataloging records would help the libraries in the university to tie preservation into the framework of overall collection management. On-line records
would, for instance, make it easier for libraries to select individual items in the
collections for storage, without other preservation treatment, in environmentally
controlled conditions offsite. This could serve as a viable alternative to filming in
the case of fragile but little used materials. Other categories of material that might
be stored offsite, without further preservation treatment, would include superseded
or variant editions. Retrospective conversion would also make possible weeding
of unnecessary duplicates, both within and among libraries. It would make possible
inventories, the easier recording of preservation decisions and actions, aid in removing to protected care color plates and maps, and so on.
Thoughtful examination of the collections will show that some portions need to
be kept at hand in original form or in reprint. To do so will entail other costs. Mass
deacidification will make it possible for some items to be retained in the original
without further treatment. In other cases, work must be done to remove and conserve colored illustrations, repair paper and bindings, make protective boxes-these
are only a few of the possibilities. Some items in the collections are so far beyond
cost-effective conservation treatment that the only options for preserving the texts
are copying onto acid-free paper or microfilming.
Since on-line records permit decision-making case by case, their existence would
enable the faculty to be intimately involved in decisions, as well as in setting priorities and establishing guidelines for categories or groups of material. In fact, machine-readable records may make possible new ways of being responsive to the
needs of the library's clientele. One can imagine recalling a whole range of books
for a research project or for class use.
Another means of enhancing service and minimizing political costs would be a
reading room for fragile and other materials, those stored offsite or in other restricted
areas, and those that do not circulate. This reading room should be open long hours
and have facilities for the use of computers and reference tools, while at the same
time it should be supervised so that the materials are secure.
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The foregoing recommendations are particularly relevant to enabling the library
to serve local needs, that is, to provide the materials necessary for instruction and
for the immediate research projects of the Harvard community. The costs of carrying out these recommendations, it can be argued, should be borne by Harvard.
At the same time, it is easy to make the case that Harvard's collections serve the
nation and that the cost of preserving the materials and converting the bibliographic
records are also worthy of outside support.
Both propositions are true. For example, the archival materials generated by the
various parts of the university-going
back for hundreds of years-have a special
claim, because of their origin, on the resources of the university for their preservation. At the same time, because they are used extensively by the international
community of scholars, outside funding is justified.
Just as type of material or use cannot determine where the costs for preservation
should be borne, neither can the nature of the preservation action taken. Conserving
in the original or in a hardcopy reproduction is not inherently a cost that should
be borne locally, any more than microfilming is a cost that should be borne nationally. For example, the most cost-effective method of preserving an archival or
manuscript collection heavily used by non-Harvard scholars may be photocopying carbon copies ofletters onto acid-free paper.
Capital expenditures are required by Harvard, as are regularly budgeted funds for
on-going work. At the same time, numerous strategies exist for minimizing preservation costs overall as well as the expenditures of individual institutions. One is
to spread around the amount of filming done and make it possible for a microfilm
copy of a book filmed by one library to be acquired by another. A duplicate copy
of a microfilm costs only a fraction of what is required to produce the master film.
That is the principle behind the brittle books program of the National Endowment
of the Humanities.
Other strategies also exist for minimizing costs. One is coordinated preservation
work with other institutions. Location might be a criterion for entering into such
an arrangement, and the Boston Public Library, a great research library, comes to
mind. Another criterion might be similarity of collections in a discipline. Examples
are the Museum of Comparative Zoology and the American Museum of Natural
History in New York City, or the Harvard Law School and the Library of Congress. If retrospective conversion has been carried out, the two institutions can effectively inform each other of decisions and intentions. It may be possible, for
example, to expand cooperation beyond microfilming: a book that is wanted in
hardcopy in one library, since it will almost certainly be wanted as well in the other,
can be filmed and copied in paper form with reduced costs.
Another strategy for contributing to preservation efforts elsewhere, while minimizing Harvard's costs, is microform publishing in cooperation with microform
publishers. The strength of the Harvard library makes it cost-effective for publishers to film here core materials that should satisfy local needs in other institutions. Harvard's strength also means that there are here special materials that are
now desired by other institutions, though they were not earlier collected. Even
if all those materials were on good paper, in filming them we would increase the
likelihood that the texts would survive human mistreatment and natural disaster
and that they would be more widely available to enrich the work of scholars in
institutions around the world. The preservation challenge only heightens the
desirability of our doing so.
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There are also other rarely used materials that are not going to be within the scope
of another library with which Harvard is cooperating or within the range of materials of interest to publishers. In fact, Harvard has more such holdings than do most
other institutions, given the library's earlier collecting patterns. The rarely used can
be divided into a couple of categories: 1) secondary literature, i.e., monographs or
editions that are substantially superseded; 2) the source material, printed and manuscript, upon which scholarly works are based. Filming such materials, or other preservation work on them, especially those in the second category, will help insure
that the broad range of research materials in our libraries gets passed on to succeeding
generations. The responsibility for funding the effort is, in this case, clearly not
Harvard's alone. Harvard has the responsibility to seek funds and to organize its
preservation activities so as to enhance its contribution to the national preservation
challenge, but the present and prospective use of the research materials places a claim
for funding on the wider scholarly community.
We do not urge that these materials be given priority over those used daily by
Harvard scholars. At the same time it is not necessary that we delay work on those
materials until all local needs are met. It is only necessary that we have the expectation that the local priorities will ultimately be dealt with effectively before the
materials have irremediably decayed. In effect, we are arguing that current research
and instruction drive our priorities for preservation action, but that we, fully conscious of the strong collections inherited from the past, strive to make them part
of the resources that have been preserved on film. We urge that the library seek
funding for this purpose from the federal government, from foundations, and from
private individuals, and that the library also vigorously pursue possibilities for cooperation with commercial publishers and other libraries.
Such a scenario, involving multiple stages and responses, has risk. If, indeed, funds
diminish and technology remains static and neither more effective nor less expensive in capturing texts, then large-scale investments in deacidification or conservation would have diverted resources from capturing some significant number of
endangered texts.
The approach outlined above assumes the desirability of retaining in some form
what is now in the Harvard collections. To recommend otherwise at a time when
scholars, using ever more the diversified materials that have already been collected,
are calling for the collecting of a still broader range-from
the diverse cultures of
our shrinking world-would
be irresponsible for the library of this international
university. It is clear, though, that if the University is to be able to afford current
collecting that extends beyond the scholarly monographs into the source materials, the library must incorporate more effective early intervention measures and
collection management steps into its ongoing operations. That is a task for later
investigation at Harvard, as are developments in technology that will affect preservation action.
In summary, among the recommendations in this report, the following are those
that have particularly broad-ranging consequences:
• Bring up to preservation standards the storage environment for all Harvard
library collections in order to prevent the accelerated aging that results from
extremes of temperature and humidity. Also store more books in the Harvard Depository. Another macro-level measure that should be implemented
is mass deacidification.
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• Take measures to improve physical handling, especially through offering
enhanced staff photocopy services that preclude the need for public machines.
• Convert and enhance cataloging records.
• Because defining priorities is an on-going process, ways must be found to
further thinking about the relationship among the types of material, the types
of use, the varities of preservation actions, and funding resources. It seems
essential that librarians periodically prepare Preservation Priority Inventories.
• Sharply define and act on local priorities, that is on material being used or
expected to be, with emphasis on maintaining such items in the format appropriate for anticipated use. It is crucial that the faculty participate in setting the priorities.
• Aggressively compete for federal and private funds to increase the resources
for preserving Harvard's extraordinary collections, in concert with other
libraries, publishers, and professional associations.
• In choosing what to film and preserve as a participant in the national and
international preservation effort, emphasize what humanists term primary
or source materials. Given Harvard's historical strength in those materials
that underlie new directions in many scholarly fields, emphasis on them is
the means by which the library can most effectively add to what others are
also accomplishing.

